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magnetic metal ions capable of inducing self-orientation of met-
alloproteins in solution, we have studied the complex of the 75-
amino-acid calcium-binding protein calbindin D9k with one

e(III) ion (CaCeCb). Backbone 15N–1H 1J values have been
determined for CaCeCb at two different magnetic fields. The
above values showed a distinct dependence on the magnetic field,
which is caused by the partial orientation of the molecule in
solution. The difference in the values at the two magnetic fields
provides structural constraints, which have been used to refine the
structure of CaCeCb. The refined structure showed an improve-
ment in terms of the number of residues falling in favored regions
of the Ramachandran plot. The comparison of the molecular
magnetic susceptibility tensor, obtained from the 15N–1H 1J values,

ith the magnetic susceptibility tensor of the metal, obtained from
seudocontact shifts, showed that the orientation of the molecule

n solution is mainly determined by the Ce(III) ion. This paper
hows that Ce(III), like low-spin Fe(III) in hemoproteins, is suf-
ciently magnetically anisotropic to induce self-orientation to an
xtent which can be exploited for solution structure
etermination. © 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: partial orientation; paramagnetism; magnetic sus-
eptibility; lanthanides; solution structure.

INTRODUCTION

It has been known for more than 20 years that high mag
fields may induce partial orientation of molecules experien
significant magnetic susceptibility anisotropy, yielding effe
which are observable by high-resolution NMR (1–8). As a
consequence, any dipolar coupling does not average zer
the observable is called residual dipolar coupling (rdc).1 Typ-
ically, 15N–1H dipolar couplings, which would average zero
the absence of partial orientation, can be measured (9). This
effect can be exploited for solution structure determina
since the knowledge of the orientation of, e.g., the NH vec

1 Abbreviations used: Ca2Cb, calcium-loaded form of calbindin D9k;
aCeCb, complex of calbindin D9k with a single Ce31 ion and a Ca21 ion;
MR, nuclear magnetic resonance; HSQC, heteronuclear single-quantu
erence; pcs, pseudocontact shift; rdc, residual dipolar coupling; DFS
amic frequency shift.
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conceptually straightforward and can also be used to dete
the quality of a structure through a disagreement facto
tween calculated and observed1J values (10). The first use o
hese observables to characterize the molecular orien
ensor of a protein was reported by Bax and colleague
biquitin (11). These early studies were followed by struc
eterminations of DNA–protein complexes (12). In order to

nduce large orientation effects, strategies have been sugg
hich use orienting aggregates like discotic nematic li
rystals (also called bicelles) (13), membrane fragments (14),
r viruses (15). Depending on the orienting agent used, th
ay yield an axially symmetric or rhombic orientation ten
Our laboratory had explored the possibilities of using m

etically anisotropic metal ions as orienting devices, follow
he earlier suggestion by Prestegard and co-workers (9). Oxi-
ized cytochromeb5 has a molecularDxax of 2.203 10232 and

Dxrh of 21.34 3 10232 m3, and measurable residual dipo
couplings could be obtained, which were used for solu
structure refinement (16). Owing to the rhombic properties
the magnetic tensor, a rhombic orientation tensor had
assumed for the solution structure determination (16). This
mplied introducing a rhombic term in the dynamic freque
hift (DFS) correction, as described by Tjandraet al. (11).
This treatment allowed us to determine the anisotropy o
olecular magnetic tensor, whereas the pseudocontac
rovided the metal magnetic anisotropy. The diamagnetic

ecular anisotropy was determined through measuremen
he reduced cytochrome, and it was proven that the mole
agnetic susceptibility is the sum of the paramagnetic an
iamagnetic contributions (16). Similar studies are availab

or other cytochromes (17–19).
Here we want to explore the possibility of using the

hanide ion Ce(III). For this purpose the calcium-binding p
ein calbindin D9k (Ca2Cb) was used. The protein binds t
calcium ions but permits the selective substitution of only
calcium with a lanthanide ion (CaCeCb) (20, 21). Lanthanide
are known to provide large magnetic susceptibility anisot
because of the large spin-orbit coupling constant and the
orbital magnetic moment off orbitals (22). Among the lan
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thanides with a paramagnetic ground state, Ce(III) has the most
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24 BERTINI ET AL.
favorable ratio between orienting capability and paramag
line broadening and can be conveniently used for the pr
purpose.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation

Protein expression (23) and purification (24) of both the
a21 and the apo form of bovine calbindin D9k was performe

as reported. The Pro433 Met43 (P43M) mutant representi
the minor A form was prepared to avoid any conformatio
heterogeneity due tocis–transisomerization as found for th
wild type (23, 25). The expression system was a generous
of Prof. S. Forse´n. Uniformly 15N-labeled P43M was obtain
from M9 minimal medium containing15NH4Cl as the sol
nitrogen source. NMR samples were prepared by disso
the lyophilized protein in 550ml of either 99% D2O or 90%

2O/10% D2O to finally obtain 2.0 mM protein solutions. T
a21 form of calbindin D9k was prepared by adding CaCl2 to

the apo protein solution in a 2:1 molar ratio. The pH
adjusted to 6.0 by means of 0.1 M NaOH or 0.1 M HCl.

Ce(III) containing P43M calbindin D9k (CaCeCb) sample
were obtained by titrating the Ca21 form with 0.1 M solutions
of analytical grade CeCl3 (prepared by dissolving Ce2O3

(Fluka) in concentrated HCl). Titrations for the15N-labeled
samples were followed by 2D1H 15N HSQC spectroscopy. Th
samples were kept at 4°C in between measurements.

NMR Spectroscopy

NMR spectra for both the CaCeCb and the Ca2Cb sample
ere acquired at 300 K on Bruker AVANCE 800 and D
00 spectrometers operating at 800.13 and 500.13 MH
pectively. A series of 151JNH-modulated HSQC spectra (11)
ith dephasing delays 2D of 44.0, 46.2, 47.4, 48.0, 48.6, 49
1.6, 53.4, 55.2, 57.0, 58.2, 58.8, 59.4, 60.6, and 62.4 ms
ecorded. One-bond15N–1H coupling constants were sub-
uently determined by fitting the cross peak intensities to

1] (11),

I ~2D! 5 A cos~2pJNHD!exp~2~2D/T*2!!, [1]

here 1/T*2 is the effective decay rate of15N magnetization du
to transverse relaxation and unresolved long-range15N–1H
couplings.A is the intensity of the cross peak for 2D 5 0.

Spectral widths of 14 and 32 ppm in the1H and 15N dimen-
sion, respectively, were used. The measurements for Ca
at 500 MHz were repeated twice to obtain an estimate o
random error. For all experiments, 256 increments with 1
complex data points each and 32 transients were colle
Raw data were multiplied by a squared cosine window func
and Fourier transformed to obtain a final matrix of 10243
1024 real data points. A polynominal baseline correction
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grated using the Bruker standard software. Rectangular b
at the noise level were used to define the integration re
except for overlapping cross-peaks, for which smaller b
were chosen to minimize the contribution from the unwa
peak. A fraction of 2/p of the duration of the 180°15N pulse
was added to the dephasing delay 2D prior to calculating1JNH

to account for the much shorter pulse duration of the 1801H
ulse (11, 26).

etermination of rdc Values from1JNH Splittings

The rdc contribution to the1JNH splitting can be express
by Eq. [2] (7),

rdc~u, f! 5 2
1

4p

B0
2

15kT

gHgNh

4p 2r HN
3 FDx ax

mol~3 cos2u 2 1!

1
3

2
Dx rh

mol~sin2u cos 2f!G , [2]

whereDxax
mol andDxrh

mol are the axial and rhombic compone
of the molecular susceptibility tensor,xmol, andu andf are the
ylindric coordinates describing the orientation of the N
ond vector within the principal axis system of thexmol tensor

r HN is the length of the N–H bond. All other symbols have t
usual meaning. The total1JNH splitting at a given field is th
sum of different individual components (11),

1JNH~B0! 5 1JNH~0! 1 rdc~u, f! 1 dDFS~B0!, [3]

here1JNH(0) is the true1JNH scalar coupling, rdc(u, f) is the
contribution from the dipolar coupling, anddDFS(B0) is the
dynamic frequency shift, which is due to cross correla
between the15N CSA and15N–1H dipolar coupling relaxatio
mechanisms (27, 28). While the rdc anddDFS values are fiel
dependent, the1JNH(0) term is removed by measuring theJ
splittings at two different magnetic fields (18.7 and 11.7
the present work) and taking their difference. The differenc
rdc values at the two fields (Drdc) can then be expressed b

Drdc~u, f! 5 2@~ J800 MHz 2 J500 MHz!

1 ~dDFS,800 MHz2 dDFS,500 MHz!#. [4]

The negative sign in Eq. [4] takes into account that the1JNH

scalar coupling is negative (9), while it is customary to repo
experimental1JNH values with positive sign. Equation [2] s
holds for theDrdc values, provided thatB0

2 is replaced byDB0
2.

The dDFS at a given field depends on the correlation timtc

and the diffusion properties of the molecule. The princ
components of the inertia tensor of Ca2Cb are 1:0.8:0.8, a
calculated from the X-ray structure (29), suggesting an isotr
pic or at least axially symmetric rotational diffusion beha



in solution. Available15N relaxation data were used to test
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25SELF-ORIENTATION OF Ce(III) SUBSTITUTED CALBINDIN
hether the rotational diffusion of the protein in solution w
est approximated by an anisotropic, axial, or isotropic

ional diffusion model (30). The axial model was found to be
t the experimental data. TheD i/D' ratio was calculated to b

1.2 and thetc value to be 4.2 ns. In the axial case thedDFS

values depend on the relative orientation of the principal
of the diffusion and CSA tensors and on the orientation o
NH bond vector with respect to the two tensors (11, 31). The
dDFS value for each15N nucleus is given by

d DFS
CSA2Dipole 5

S2

40p 3 h~s i 2 s'!
gNgH

r NH
3

3 H ~3 cos2hD 2 1!~3 cos2hC 2 1!

1 1 ~gNB0t1!
22

1
12 coshDcoshCsin hDsin hCcos~fD 2 fC!

1 1 ~gNB0t2!
22

1
3 sin2hDsin2hCcos~2fD 2 2fC!

1 1 ~gNB0t3!
22 J , [5]

here t 1 5 (6D')21, t 2 5 (D i 1 5D')21, t 3 5 (4D i 1
D')21. The angle between the NH bond vector and

unique axis of the diffusion tensor ishD, and that between th
xially symmetric CSA tensor and the diffusion tensor, ishC.

The differencefD 2 fC refers to the angle between projecti
of the unique axes of the dipolar and CSA tensors on the
perpendicular to the unique axis of the diffusion tensor;h is
Planck’s constant,gN and gH are the gyromagnetic ratios f
15N and 1H, r NH is the N–H internuclear distance (1.02 Å),B0

is the external magnetic field, andS2 is the generalized ord
parameter. An angle of 24° between the1H–15N vector and th
principal axis of the15N CSA tensor was assumed and
difference between parallel and orthogonal chemical shif
the CSA tensor of15N of 2160 ppm was used (32). Residue
pecific S2 values were taken from the literature (30). The
verage contribution from Eq. [5] was found to be 0.09
from 0.03 to 0.12 Hz).

etermination of the Molecular and Metal Magnetic
Susceptibility Anisotropy

The parameters for the molecular susceptibility tensor,xmol,
are obtained by fitting theDrdc values to Eq. [2]. As the initi
input structural model, a family of 30 superimposed confo
ers calculated withoutDrdc constraints was used. The adju
able parameters areDxax

mol, Dxrh
mol, and the three independe

direction cosines needed to define the orientation of the t
within the laboratory frame. The minimized quantity is the s
of the square of the differences between the calculated
experimentalDrdc values. A tolerance of 0.10 Hz was appl

Analogously, the parameters for the metal susceptib
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shift (pcs) values to the following Equation (33)

d pcs5
1

12pr i
3 FDx ax

para~3 cos2u 2 1!

1
3

2
Dx rh

para~sin2u cos 2f!G , [6]

whereDxax andDxrh are the axial and the rhombic anisotrop
of the magnetic susceptibility tensor,r i is the distance of th
nucleusi from the metal ion, andu and f are the cylindric
coordinates describing the position vector of atomi with re-
spect to the orthogonal reference system formed by the
cipal axes of the magnetic susceptibility tensor. Again, a fa
of superimposed conformers calculated without pcs was
as the input structural model. Analogous to the case ofDrdc,
the adjustable parameters areDxax

para, Dxrh
para, and the three in-

dependent direction cosines needed to define the orientat
the xpara tensor within the laboratory frame. The minimiz
quantity is the sum of the square of the differences betwee
calculated and experimental pcs values. Tolerances were
previously described (34).

With the above procedures, averagexmol and xpara tenso
parameters for the whole family are determined (35, 36). The
Dxax and Dxrh values obtained are then used for solu
structure calculations together withDrdc, or Drdc and pc
constraints, as described in the next section. The res
family of the best 30 conformers was used as the new
structure for the determination of tensor parameters. The w
procedure was repeated until convergence of the tensor p
eters.

Structure Calculations IntroducingDrdc Values

Calculations were performed using the PSEUDYANA (37)
odule of the DYANA program package (38) employing

orsion angle dynamics combined with a simulated anne
lgorithm. Resonance assignments and structural cons
ther thanDrdc have been taken from previous work with
odifications (34). This corresponds to 1539 meaning
OEs, 6T1, and 393J values plus 589 pcs. A new term h

been added to the target function of PSEUDYANA in orde
incorporateDrdc constraints, as was previously reported
oxidized cytochromeb5 (16). With the present implementatio
n order to use residual dipolar couplings as structural
traints, it is necessary to input to the programDrdc values an

the Dxax
mol and Dxrh

mol parameters. The relative weights of
constraints were taken equal to 1. A family of 200 conform
was calculated from randomly generated conformers in 10
steps of simulated annealing by using all the available
straints, with the exception of pcs constraints larger than 5
in absolute value. The latter pcs were introduced in a su
quent refinement procedure which consisted of a conju
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straints. The 30 conformers with the lowest target func
were subsequently used to recalculate thexmol andxpara tenso
parameters, as mentioned above. These new parameter
used in a new calculation cycle, and the whole procedure
repeated until convergence of the tensor parameters
reached. For comparison, calculations were also perfo
according to the above procedure, but using only NOE,3J, and
T1 constraints plus eitherDrdc or pcs constraints.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the present 75-amino-acid protein a total number o
DJ values in the case of the Ce31 derivative (CaCeCb) and 6
DJ values for the Ca21 form (Ca2Cb) could be determined. T
smaller number ofDJ values measured for CaCeCb origina
from broadening of signals of NH groups close to the p
magnetic center. TheDJ values roughly cover a range of60.5
Hz and of21.5 to 0.5 Hz for the diamagnetic (Ca2Cb) and
paramagnetic (CaCeCb) systems, respectively. A list o
values for CaCeCb is given in the supplementary materi
total of 63 Drdc for CaCeCb and 69Drdc for Ca2Cb were
determined from theDJ values, as described under Mater
and Methods. The largestDrdc (in absolute value) measur
for CaCeCb was 1.26 Hz, which compares to 0.62 Hz
Ca2Cb. In the case of oxidized cytochromeb5, the largestDrdc
value was 1.42 Hz (16).

Besides those mentioned under Materials and Method
other phenomenon can contribute to the1J splitting, namely
the dynamic frequency shift caused by cross-correlation
tween Curie–dipole and dipole–dipole relaxation (39). The
latter phenomenon, similar to the dynamic frequency
caused by cross correlation between CSA and dipole–d
relaxation and at variance with rdcs, is field independent i
slow motion limit and thus should largely cancel out by tak
the difference between the splittings measured at two diff
fields (as described by Eq. [4]). In the present case, a si
contribution (of the order of 1.5 Hz) is expected only for
residue (Val 61), whose backbone NH is very close to
metal and favorably oriented. A contribution smaller than
Hz is expected for all the other residues. However, corre
of the Drdc of Val 61 obtained from Eq. [4] for this effe
yields a value which does not fit to either the X-ray or the N
structure obtained with only NOEs. To better understand
problem, the differences between1J splittings recorded at 80
MHz for Ca2Cb and CaCeCb were inspected. These di-
ences should equal the sum of thewhole Curie–dipole cros
correlation at 800 MHz, plus the difference of Ce and Ca
at the same field. The first contribution is calculated (39) to be
(in absolute value) as large as 7 Hz for Val 61; in addi
residues 24, 51, 54, and 68 should have a contributio
absolute value) between 0.5 and 1 Hz. The subtraction fro
above differences of the Ce rdcs values at 800 MHz (obta
by rescaling theDrdc values obtained from Eq. [4] by t
n
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cross correlation at 800 MHz, if the Ca rdcs at 800 MHz w
negligibly small. Although this is not the case, for the abo
mentioned five residues the presence of the Curie–dipole
correlation effect should be clearly qualitatively observa
Instead, in the present case, there is no evidence for an
ence of Curie–dipole cross correlation effects on the mea
splittings. Indeed, the differences between the 800-MHz s
tings of the CaCeCb and Ca2Cb systems and the CaCeCb
values at the same field agree quite well. The deviation
these two sets of data for the five mentioned residue
comparable with that observed for the other residues o
protein and do not exceed 0.6 Hz. In particular, for residue
for which the calculated contribution from Curie–dipole cr
correlation to the1JNH splitting at 800 MHz is 7 Hz, the prese
analysis is consistent with a contribution of the order of 0.1
In summary, it appears that the present measurements a
significantly affected by Curie–dipole cross correlation. N
ertheless, to ensure that all possible biases are avoide
Drdc value of Val 61, which was the only residue for whic
significant such contribution was predicted, was not inclu
in calculations.

The above-mentionedDrdc values were used to calculat
family of conformers of calbindin D9k, as described und
Materials and Methods. Table 1 reports some statistics o
various families of conformers obtained upon inclusion
calculations of different sets of additional constraints,
Drdc, pcs (taken from our previous work (34)), and pcs to
gether withDrdc. It can be immediately noted that the incre
in the target function value upon introduction of the n
constraints is quite small. Calculations with pcs constra
display a larger increase of the target function with respe
calculations withDrdc constraints. This is probably due to
larger number of the former constraints. In all cases the
age target function values of the various families of conform
are in the range of those typically reported for good solu
structures. The RMSD values of the NOE-only family
essentially the same of those of the family calculated
Drdc, which instead are somewhat higher than that for
family calculated with pcs. The combined use of pcs andDrdc
constraints does not improve further the precision of the fa
with respect to calculations with pcs only, but it leads to
improvement in the accuracy, as judged from theR factor (10)
(see below). The behavior of the RMSD values as a functio
the various constraints used can be rationalized on the ba
the small number ofDrdc constraints with respect to t
number of both NOE and pcs constraints. As expected
number and magnitude of deviations between experiment
andDrdc values and those calculated from the various fam
are smaller in the structures obtained using the above d
constraints. This is also evident from Fig. 1, which show
comparison of calculated and experimentalDrdc values befor
and after refinement. The plot obtained using the X-ray s
ture as input model is also reported, showing that the a
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27SELF-ORIENTATION OF Ce(III) SUBSTITUTED CALBINDIN
ment of this structure with theDrdc values is intermedia
between that of the NMR structures obtained with and wit
Drdc constraints.

It has been proposed that, by quantifying the agree
between experimental and calculatedDrdc values, it is possib
to define anR factor for NMR structures in analogy with theR
factor of crystal structures (10). The R factor of NMR struc
tures scales between 0 and 1, where a value of 0 indi
perfect agreement between calculated and experimenta
and a random structure yields a value of 1. In the present

Constraints Used for Structure Calculations Together with th
of Atomic Coordinates from the Me

Additional constraints
included in calculationsa

Average target
functionb

Backbone
RMSDb,c

(Å)

— 0.10 0.746 0.13
63 Drdc 0.53 0.756 0.12
589 pcs 1.15 0.526 0.13
63 Drdc and 589 pcs 1.81 0.566 0.13

a All calculations have been run using 1539 NOEs, 6T1, and 393J-derive
b For 30 structures.
c Residues 2 to 75.

FIG. 1. Comparison of observed versus calculated residual dipolar
lings before (A) and after (B) structure refinement with theDrdc constraints

Data relative to all the thirty conformers of the family are shown. C report
comparison, the same plot usingDrdc values calculated from the X-r
tructure. In all panels, to guide the eye, the diagonal is also shown.
t

nt

tes
ta,

se,

the structure calculated only with NOEs displays anR factor of
about 0.65. For comparison, theR factor calculated on th
X-ray structure is roughly 0.5. Refinement yields a dram
improvement of theR factor, in that the refined structure has
R value as low as 0.25. The refinement of the structure o
protein cyanovirin-N with more than 300 rdc constrain
ielded a value for theR factor of around 0.16 (10), which is
imilar to that obtained in this work. Finally, the inclusion
rdc constraints resulted in an increase of the percenta

esidues in the structure belonging to the most favored re
f the Ramachandran plot. The family calculated with pcs
ad ca. 77% of the residues in the most favored regions,

his figure increased to 82% upon inclusion ofDrdc constraints
he impact ofDrdc constraints in defining the conformation

he protein backbone, and thus in determining the numb
esidues falling in favored regions of the Ramachandran
ad been discussed before (12). Remarkably, the family o
onformers obtained with NOE data alone had only 72% o
esidues in favored regions of the Ramachandran plot, sug
ng that the introduction of pcs is also important for prop
efining the conformation of the backbone of the protein.
The smallDrdc values measured for the diamagnetic Ca2Cb

system were not used to attempt a refinement of the so
structure, due to their relatively large indetermination. Wi
their indetermination, these values are indeed consisten
both the X-ray and the NMR structure. Nearly all of theDrdc
values measured for Ca2Cb are negative, indicating that t
orientation of the molecule is determined by the helices.
situation is analogous to that of reduced cytochromeb562, a
four-helix bundle, whose orientation is largely due to the
parallel longa-helices (19).

he Magnetic Susceptibility Tensors

Table 2 reports the parameters describing the magneti
eptibility tensor of the metal and of the whole molec
alculated after structure refinement with the rdc coupli
rom the data in Table 2 it can be observed that the magn
f the magnetic susceptibility tensor of cerium is similar to

inal Target Functions and the Root-Mean-Square Deviations
for Ce31 Substituted Calbindin D9k

All heavy atoms
RMSDb,c

(Å)

Average deviation
of pcs constraints

(ppm)

Average deviation
of Drdc constraint

(Hz)

1.106 0.10 0.5 6 1.5 0.256 0.20
1.136 0.11 0.5 6 1.5 0.106 0.07
0.976 0.13 0.166 0.48 0.236 0.18
1.016 0.12 0.166 0.47 0.106 0.07

onstraints in addition to those indicated.
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of the magnetic susceptibility tensor of the whole molecule
addition, it is apparent from Fig. 2, which shows the orienta
of the xpara andxmol tensors within the protein frame, that
orientation of the two tensors is also quite similar. There
relatively large difference in the orientation of thex andy axes
of the two tensors, while the twoz axes are nearly coincide
However, as thexmol tensor is essentially axially symmet
(i.e., Dxrh is nearly zero), thex andy directions are not we

etermined.
This difference in the magnitude of the metal and molec

ensors is partly due to the diamagnetic contribution of
olecular magnetic susceptibility of the polypeptide ch
rom the smallDrdc values measured in Ca2Cb it is possible t

evaluate the latter contribution. Indeed, the direction with
largest magnetic susceptibility for the diamagnetic mole
lies essentially in thexy plane of the magnetic susceptibil
tensor of the metal, oriented such as to cancel partiall
in-plane anisotropy. On the other hand, the diamagnetic
tribution to the Dxax component of the molecular tensor
mall and cannot account for the observed difference bet
he latter and theDxax component of the metal tensor. From
present data, it thus appears thatDxax

mol is about 15% smalle
than Dxax

para. The smaller magnitude of theDxrh
mol componen

does not allow us to make a reliable estimate of the devi
of the in-plane anisotropy, as it would be somewhat affecte
the experimental error. A similar phenomenon had alre
been reported for the case of the cyanide adduct of myog
(40), whereas it was not observed in analogous studies o
different b-type cytochromes (16, 19). The reasons for th
difference betweenDxmol andDxpara in the present system a
being investigated.

As mentioned above, the contribution of the diamagn
part of the molecule (i.e., of the polypeptide chain) to
molecular magnetic susceptibility is relatively small. This i
qualitative agreement with the fact that the absolute valu
the Drdc measured for Ca2Cb span a range which is appro-
mately a factor of 2 smaller than for CaCeCb. This behavi
largely different from the case of paramagnetic hemoprot
where the diamagnetic contribution to the molecular mag
susceptibility, due to the presence of the heme, is al
comparable to that of the metal (9, 16, 40). Of course, on

Comparison of the Molecular and Metal Magnetic Susceptibility
ensors of Ce31-Substituted Calbindin D9k Obtained after Calcu-

ations with Different Sets of Constraints

Rdc onlya Pcs onlya Rdc and pcs

Dxax
mol(/10232m3) 1.606 0.08 na 1.756 0.10

Dxrh
mol(/10232m3) 0.046 0.06 na 0.046 0.07

Dxax
para(/10232m3) na 1.866 0.06 2.036 0.06

Dxrh
para(/10232m3) na 0.546 0.05 0.886 0.08

a na, not applicable.
n
n

a
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e
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e
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ys

might make the contribution of the polypeptide chain to
molecular magnetic susceptibility quite large, e.g., in the
of four-helix bundles (19).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, the solution structure calculation of the pa
magnetic complex of calbindin D9k with one Ce(III) and on
Ca(II) ion (CaCeCb), using simultaneouslyDrdc and pcs con
straints, has been reported. As in the case of the parama
oxidized cytochromeb5, which contains a low-spin Fe(III) io
there is good consistency between these two sets of non
ard constraints, as well as with all other classical constr
(NOEs, 3J values). Both metal ions have only one unpa
electron, and their magnetic anisotropy is of the same ord
magnitude. Indeed, the magnetic anisotropy of the Fe(III
is somewhat larger (ca. 40%) than that of Ce(III). Howe
due to the partial cancellation between the “orienting force
the Fe(III) ion and the heme moiety, the molecular magn
anisotropy of CaCeCb is only roughly 20–25% smaller
that of oxidized cytochromeb5.

The present results show that, by exploiting the self-o
tation of complexes of proteins with paramagnetic metal
in the presence of high magnetic fields, it is possible to ob
rdc which are easily and accurately measurable. These c
then used for structure calculation purposes, improving
quality of the structure (e.g., as indicated by the numbe
residues falling in favorable regions of the Ramachandran
or by the recently proposedR factor (10)).

A small, but appreciable, difference (ca. 15%) has b
observed between the magnetic susceptibility tensor o
whole molecule and the sum of those of the metal ion an

FIG. 2. Display of the orientation of the magnetic susceptibility tenso
the Ce(III) ion (dark gray) and of the whole molecule (light gray) within
molecular frame. The labeling refers to the axes of the magnetic suscep
tensor of the Ce(III) ion. Thez axes of the two tensors are nearly coincid
This figure was prepared with the program MOLMOL (43).



the polypeptide chain. Other, more paramagnetic, lanthanides
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can be used instead of cerium to induce a larger orientati
the system in solution (41, 42). The investigation of the occu
rence of the discrepancy observed here for cerium in
systems, and of its determinants at the atomic level, will b
subject of further studies.
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